In two recent papers l . 2 in this Journal devoted to the basis of classical nucleation theory, a controversy has arisen concerning the appropriate form of the distribution function of matter among physical clusters. In the first of these, Lothe and Pound l have advocated explicit consideration of rotational degrees of freedom of the cluster droplet as a whole. They have accordingly produced cluster distributions that give nucleation rates typically in excess of the older Becker-DoeringS and Zeldovich 4 results by a factor of 10 17 , and are thus in disagreement with measured critical supersaturation ratios. However Reiss and Katz 2 have challenged the approach in Ref. 1, and have provided an evaluation of the physical cluster distribution which substantially confirms the older theory, and so restores agreement between theory and experiment.
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It is our purpose to remark that the theory of physical clusters that has just been developed to describe static critical phenomena 5 displays as a byproduct an essential confirmation of the Reiss and Katz cluster distribution. We stress that the logical structure of this critical phenomena theory is entirely independent of that propounded by Reiss and Katz.
Various results for physical cluster distributions may be classified by their behavior for large i, the number of molecules contained within the cluster. For present purposes it suffices to write the following generic form for the density ni of i molecule clusters in the equilibrium vapor phase at temperature T (less than the critical Tc), ni",Ci-
C is a positive constant, k is Boltzmann's constant, and the various theories agree that Wei) is a cluster Gibbs free energy consisting of bulk and surface terms; specifically, Wei) may be written thus,S Wei) = (!J.!-!J.)i+ (6, An adequate representation of liquid-vapor coexistence consists in taking /3 as t,8 and the most accurate surface tension measurements indicate u is 1.29. 9 Therefore one calculates q to be 0.95, in substantially complete agreement with Reiss and Katz, but in clear contradiction to the Lothe-Pound result.
